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WICKETED BAG BUILDER
Laddawn’s new Wicketed Bag Builder is the
industry’s simplest way to price, order and secure
custom wicketed bags. The online tool is ideal for
creating bags for fresh produce, baguettes and
beyond; you can even add graphics and text to
your design using the Print Designer feature.
This Wicketed Bag Builder will save you valuable
time by visually guiding you through a quick
selection of specifications, and then by providing
you with an instant quote to save or share with
your customer. You can also quote printing, by
adding artwork, text or a placeholder, all in the
same transaction, in just minutes.
Get started by selecting Poly Bags, and selecting
the Wicketed Bag category:

PRODUCT FEATURES

Expanded, intuitive quoting tool includes multiple
relevant specifications to ensure quoting and order
accuracy

u

Unlimited custom sizes and printing combinations to
meet your customer needs

u

Online quoting and design tools to help you deliver
immediate custom quotes

u

Seven stock sizes currently available, with new sizes
and materials coming in May

Customers can still call Customer Experience representatives
for custom quoting if they have additional or unusual
requests and need further assistance.

2. Enter your desired bottom gusset depth
3. Enter your desired lip length
4. Select your desired bag release type, either
perforated lip or tear starts
5. Select a wicket length between 3’-6”
6. Select the wicket width (space between
wickets) between 3”-9”
7. Select the cardboard header type, either
front, back, both or none
8. Select bags per wicket from a range of 100350 bags
The custom bag is now complete! You can either
process and receive your immediate custom quote
or click on Print to utilize the Print Designer to
add your graphics, text or placeholder, and then
receive your quote.
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1. Specify your bag dimensions such as width,
length and gauge of bag

CALL 800.446.3639
LOG ON Laddawn.com
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